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Care of the critically ill neurologic patient, more com-
monly referred to as neurocritical care, has matured
through new knowledge [1], policy and administration [2–
4], advances in imaging and monitoring techniques, and
above all the introduction of neurointensivists and neu-
roscience intensive care units [5, 6]. Different models of
care exist but, whether provided in a specialist unit or
within a general intensive care unit (ICU), the principles
and standards of neurocritical care are identical. All three
of us work in neurocritical care units and provide care for
the most challenging patients on the edge of further
deterioration. Our expertise is based on each of us having
over 1,000 patient contacts annually for the past 1–2
decades. Here we share what we believe is important—
and what worries us.

1. Create a core group

A well-run neurocritical care program should have several
neurointensivists. Neurocritical care demands 24/7 staff-
ing from teams with experience in managing neurological
and neurosurgical emergencies. Neurocritical care teams
must be familiar with the unique aspects of acute neuro-
logical disease processes and the effects of medical and
surgical interventions on the injured brain, because the
centrality of the nervous system is key.

2. Build a collaborative practice

Neurointensivists can only function in a multidisciplinary
cooperative practice. The neurointensivist integrates
contributions from neuroscience nursing staff, physical
therapists, and pharmacists among many other health
professionals. Specialized care should continue after dis-
charge from the ICU; patients with an acute stroke need a
multidisciplinary stroke service and patients surviving
status epilepticus need an epilepsy specialist.

3. Stabilize acute brain injury by minimizing
secondary insults

Acute brain injury is followed by a host response which
results in waves of subsequent biochemical and inflam-
matory processes. Some initiating injuries (such as
trauma) are not amenable to direct therapy, but others can
be (such as ischemic stroke). Early aggressive interven-
tion to minimize secondary insults, however, improves
the outcome trajectory in many patients [7, 8]. Increased
intracranial pressure, mass effect, and brain shift, but
also systemic complications as elementary as fever,
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hypotension, hypoxemia, and hyperglycemia, must be
treated. Hypo-osmolar fluids, excessive sedation, and
surgical procedures that can wait (e.g., tracheostomy)
should be avoided. It is important to get the little things
right—neurocritical care is as much about meticulous
systemic physiological optimization as about specific
brain-directed therapies.

4. Recognize the importance of deterioration

Patients are stable until they are not. Tissue destruction
caused by acute injury is worsened by ongoing insults,
which need early recognition and treatment. Foremost,
recognition of clinical deterioration requires a detailed
neurological examination. Deterioration from intracranial
changes, such as swelling from large territorial infarcts,
expansion of intracranial hematomas, new appearance of
contusions and traumatic brain edema, and recurrent sei-
zures or status epilepticus, require immediate intervention
[9].

5. Interpret neuroimaging and neuromonitoring

Static and perfusion CT and MR scans and cerebral
angiography provide important diagnostic information.
There may be a disconnect between neuroimaging find-
ings and clinical condition, and substantial clinical
acumen is required to determine clinical management.
Finding the most appropriate study for a particular clini-
cal scenario is a skill. It remains unclear whether monitors
of cerebral physiology can detect potential problems but
they are used to supplement clinical monitoring. There is
an expectation that reliable noninvasive brain monitoring
will emerge.

6. Consult with neurosurgery and interventional
neuroradiology

Acute neurosurgical intervention (decompressive crani-
ectomy or mass evacuation) can salvage a patient who
rapidly deteriorates from brain tissue shift and brainstem
displacement, and placement of a ventriculostomy must
be immediate in acute hydrocephalus. Time to surgery
determines the postoperative outcome. Consultation
with interventional neuroradiology allows collaborative

decisions about clot retrieval after acute ischemic stroke
and treatment options in diffuse cerebral vasospasm in
subarachnoid hemorrhage.

7. Appreciate the importance of systemic
complications

Organs may fail from a sympathetic surge that can cause
neurogenic pulmonary edema, stress cardiomyopathy,
gastric erosions, and a more general endocrinopathy.

Common medical complications in patients with
acute brain injury are shown in Fig. 1. Patients with an
abnormal level of consciousness cannot protect their
airway, but not all patients will need to be intubated.
Likewise patients who are intubated may need a trache-
ostomy, but not all patients require a tracheostomy.
Patients with acute neuromuscular respiratory failure
may need intubation but some can be treated with non-
invasive mechanical ventilation. Neurointensivists must
have a good understanding of indications for intubation
and weaning from mechanical ventilation so that respi-
ratory support is determined based on the nature of acute
neurologic disease.

8. Identify neuroemergencies elsewhere

Major neurologic problems occur in many hospital loca-
tions and neurointensivists are in a good position to
expand their role outside the neurosciences ICU. They
may assist in triage and resuscitation in the emergency
department [10] and provide ICU consultation for the
assessment of coma, assist with evaluation and manage-
ment of delirium, treat intractable seizures, and identify a
neuromuscular disorder in a patient not weaning from
mechanical ventilation.

9. Look at the quality of survival, not just survival

To determine proportionality in care requires experience
and seniority. The basic tenet is to treat acute problems as
aggressively as possible, since minimizing second insults
will minimize residual disability. This approach will
inevitable mean that we occasionally avoid death at the
expense of survival with very severe disability. This ten-
sion demands careful clinical judgment that takes account
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of any wishes individual patients may have expressed
before their acute illness. Withdrawing treatment too early
may ignore the potential for neurorehabilitation to an
eventual acceptable outcome in patients who leave the
ICU in a severely disabled state. However, it is clear that
some patients are at a breaking point and face impossible
odds, and aggressive early treatment should be linked
(where appropriate) to compassionate end-of-life care if a
satisfactory degree of clinical improvement does not occur
within an appropriate time scale.

10. Connect with the family of the patient

Communication with family members is a crucial and
time-consuming role of the neurointensivist. Unlike in
general intensive care, where communication with the
patient may be possible, family members of brain-injured

patients must routinely act as patient surrogates and share
decision-making with the clinical team. Extensive dis-
cussions are necessary to reach the right decision for an
individual patient. The support of the family is often in
our hands and a patient’s troubled family remains on our
mind even when we go home.

A final word

Neurologic critical care is perhaps the most exciting new
subspecialty in the neurosciences and intensive care
medicine. It is more than conceivable that patients cared
for in a neurocritical care unit may have a better outcome
[11–13], and we must move past the fact that neurosci-
ence patients can be managed by generalists. Training
programs in neurocritical care have been established in
multiple parts of the world [14].

Fig. 1 Major medical problems
in patients with acute brain
injury (from Wijdicks � 2014
by Mayo Foundation for
Medical Education and
Research) [15]
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